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Lieutenant Crawford Treynor has fought valiantly for everything he has. The bastard child of a noblewoman,
he was handed over as an infant to a poor farmer—and beaten so badly that he ran away at age fourteen.
Now a respected officer, he vows to command his own frigate one day. There is no place in his life for a
woman, especially one of noble birth. He has no love for the aristocracy…

After narrowly escaping the guillotine in the French Revolution, petite beauty Jeannette Boucher agrees to
secure her family’s future by marrying a wealthy English baron. But when she learns what her impotent
husband has planned in order to produce an heir, she escapes on their wedding night, stowing away aboard
Lieutenant Treynor’s ship. Once she’s discovered, the handsome, duty-bound lieutenant is tempted enough
by her beauty and spirit to go against everything he believed he’d ever do—and soon he must decide
between returning her to a husband he knows will abuse her, or risking everything to keep her all to himself.

Revised edition: Previously published as The Bastard, this edition of Honor Bound includes editorial
revisions.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Capps:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading routine give you lot
of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the particular information inside the book that
improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of guide you read, if you
want get more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want truly feel happy read one having
theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Often the Honor Bound is kind of book which is giving
the reader capricious experience.

Louise Graham:

The actual book Honor Bound will bring one to the new experience of reading a book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very suited to you. The
book Honor Bound is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book from the official web
site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Jewel Tarr:

Reading a book to become new life style in this yr; every people loves to examine a book. When you
examine a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what kinds of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your study, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of
us novel, comics, and also soon. The Honor Bound provide you with a new experience in studying a book.

Mario Curtin:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-book
method, more simple and reachable. This kind of Honor Bound can give you a lot of pals because by you
taking a look at this one book you have point that they don't and make a person more like an interesting
person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This publication offer you information that
might be your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than other make you to be great individuals. So , why
hesitate? Let's have Honor Bound.
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